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Maplestory crossbowman guide

IntroT's guide is centered around crossbow men/snipers who decided to go FA-less.Unlike mose bowmen guides, which are mostly centered around hunters, this takes into account the peculiarities of using a crossbow. FA-less Sniper is an awesome experience that mixes huge damage, eye candy skills and strategy. Of course, this structure is intended for those who want to achieve a third job (Sniper) and experience the game at these levels. cheap maple story powerlevelingCommon questions What does FA-less mean? That means skipping another jop skill, Final
Attack, altogether. This allows people who do it to maximize almost all other 1st-year-olds. Why do you want to bypass that skill?* It interferes with the flow of the Iron Arrow. The IA is used to knocking down monster crowds, and since it doesn't stun them, the xbow man must continue to attack with the IA until the crowd is gone - the IA has a very good setback due to the high attacking power focused on one arrow. If the final attack appears during the process, the arrow fired will hit stack 1. Although the remaining monsters take over the xbow man, which causes him to
strike the next attack or run to find another shooting position.* Xbowmen have a slightly slower launch rate, which means the final attack slows down this process even more.* This skill DOESN't work all the time, making it unreliable - for example, if you want to rely on that 1 hit on KO monsters you can't* When the FA activates it, it prevents you from jumping. That's a very bad thing on earth in front of thumping monsters (like Yetis) or bosses.* It doesn't work with third-job offensive skills (Strafe, Blizzard). So basically it becomes useless after level 71 - wasting skill points.*
Still in the beta test at KMS FA prevents you from maximizing other skills like Focus or Mastery that you need to maximize to get access to some of the fourth work skills. cheap maple story powerlevelingBut aint to smooth out easier fa? Maybe so, but once again you have to take into account the lack of mobbing ability of this skill, because it interferes with the Iron Arrows, and the fact that there are places to train crowds (with the IA) that still give good experiences. Overall, alignment speed 3. Bowman is a course that requires dedication. Arrow blast or double shot? The
answer would be Double Shot because it is more effective (it deals with more damage). Some people still choose Arrow Blow because it's an inherent strong kickback force. All in all, if you're going to achieve a third job (which is what this build is all about), it doesn't change in the long run, just more time to level up during the second job, but when you use Strafe anyway. cheap maple story powerlevelingMit from AP? Ap reservation for crossbowmen is = your levelDEX = put everything else in thereINT = 4LUK = 4 What I did after level 40 ( ( level 7x) is DEX 5 times at
levels 70-78, then STR 5 times at levels 79 and 80, as this:Code:70: DEX +571: DEX +572: DEX +573: DEX +574: DEX +575: DEX +576: DEX +577: DEX +578: DEX +579: STR +580: STR +5 The same applies from 40 to 50, 50-60 and so on. Adjust lower levels (raise STR levels 22, 28, 32 and 38 to get weapons)I also adjust the STR charge to a minimum according to my clothing +STR bonus... For example, if my clothes have a +2 STR, I only get 78 STR at level 80.The goal is to put as many points as possible in DEX because it means more damage! Note under
level 15 you can put more points on the STR if you are going to use a tight combat outfit, don't just raise it above 18 (required for a STR battlering spring), here's an example of construction starting:Code:1: (creation): STR=8, DEX=9, INT=4, LUK=4 (note that STR and DEX are certainly different !) 2: STR +53: STR +5 (STR =18 at this point, enough to get level 18 xbow and deal with some melee damage)4 : DEX +55: DEX +56: DEX +57: DEX +58: DEX +59: DEX +510: DEX +5 (DEX=44 at this stage, More than enough to bowman)11-21: DEX+522: STR+4, DEX+1
(STR=22 get Balanche)23-26 : DEX+527: DEX+4, STR+128: STR+5 (STR=28 get Mountain Xbow)etc. Weapons and equipment under Level 30 (Beginner, 1st job)Weapons: you can use a melee weapon up to level 12 or level 18. Battle Crossbow is your first real damage treatment weapon. Note that my build allows you to use Arrow Blow from level 12 (with the basic wing) if you're funded. Otherwise, use normal attacks or melee up to level 18. Get Balanche and Mountain Crossbow. Armor: just get what suits your taste, the level 15 suit is sexy and can do very well.
Soaking up the damage is small anyway, and it is of little importance at the moment. Scroll other items: You don't have to scroll anything at this point. Level 30-37Ases: get the Eagle Crow. Slightly above average brings a small advantage. If you're funded, you can use 100% scrolls in it. If you don't have the funding, don't bother with the scrolls. Armor: Get a sauna cupp (do the task) and two options: if you're very rich (funded) and lucky, try 60% dex scrolls. If you are a normal player, use only 10x 100% dex scrolls. Icarus cape 2 is also a good choice. Don't bother too much
with the others. Scroll other items: You don't have to scroll anything else at this point. Level 38-49Aseet: get Heckler. Try to get above average, scroll it by 60% (save money for scrolls!). If you are funded or rich to buy multiple Heckler's and try 10%s on them until one works in a 1st slot, then 60% the rest. The goal is to reach at least 64 attacks. Then keep Heckler level 50, its quick attack owns and it looks very Skip the SilverVare completely. Armour: keep your scrolled sauna unless you're attracted to Piette's sexy looks (Piettra for for Make a doll quest to get a black hat
on level 40 it's worth it. Scrolling through other destinations: you can scroll your hat to HP if you've funded, otherwise you won't bother with anything other than Heckler. It's also a time when you can either start rolling your own gloves or getting attack gloves. +8 att is a nice place as it's excellent (but very rare/expensive)Level 50-59Ases: buy a rower, try scrolling it at 60% if you haven't found a pre-scrolled one. 80 attack rowers can be found on the market at acceptable prices... Armor: time to abandon the sauna and get a new bowman bathrobe, Kismet (kimono-look-a-
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like). Drop all the 100% dexts on it. Get a black maro for the added dex. Scrolling through other items: you can scroll your boots quickly if you have the money to blow. Get a good cape, use dex scrolls on it if you can (100% are a good option). Level 60-69Aseet: that's a good thing the Golden Crows are now pretty easy to find (thus cheap) as you probably have one for 20 long levels from now on. Get very good (80 atk clean is a good idea), scroll it at 60%. Aim for at least 88 computer and you'll do very well. Armor: get blue or red or, if you find one (they are not expensive,
only rare) and use either a few 60% dexs if you have them and replenish with 100% or all 100% again. Scroll other items: Scroll for boots again if you have mesot. Get a gaia cape from the task, scroll it to your taste. Level 70-79Ases: Ha here's the problem. The mighty Gross Jaeger is dropped by Uber's strong monsters (Dark y&amp;p, Gatekeeper) and a very rare find. Market prices are crazy (north of $15 million..), so either you're very well funded or very lucky, or you skip the gun altogether. The divine golden crow is quite easy, there are a lot of them around 90 atk or
so. If you mess up Gross Jaeger's scroll, you're going to get a sleager. However, it looks very nice (just an xbow with a real sniper's sights)Armour: Dark Linnex (Linneros for girls) is probably the last overall you'll get for a while. They used to be dirt cheap because zombies dropped them, now they are Vikings, yet it is a popular training place, depending of course on the high population of your server. Of course, get green or dark, then the best base for DEX, then try 10% in the first place if it fails to throw it away and repeat until 10% works - then replenish with 60%. The
goal is to reach the +18/+20 dex minimum. Scrolling through other destinations: if you're lucky and can put your hand on a (very rare) dark patriot, get it and scroll it to HP. Get or build dark vending boots and scroll them to your tastes too (speed, dex, whatever). Search for a seraph reference and scroll it while you have Money. Level 80-89Ases: Raven is easy to find on the market, go buy some (golden has my favorite included to increase jump), use only 60% of the first, first, when you can afford to have a whole collection of them, try 10%. If you are ed edary rich and very
lucky, you can get a dark raven, GL will scroll it if it turns out to be divine (107+ attack), you can skip Casa.Armour: I haven't found Dark Pris (Pria for girls) on the market yet... They are very rare and are in high demand. Prices go accordingly. At this point, you know what to do. Green matter is easier to find. Scrolling through other items: time to get your last hat for a while, Dark Falcon. Quite cheap (general drop), so get many of them and scroll them to HP. The same for boots (Dark Wings boots) and gloves if you can afford to scroll them yourself (Dark Cordon). Level 90 +
Weapons: If you find a nice Casa at a reasonable price, go for it and let the ranger scroll it :) (so you do not need to raise the STR immediately). Armour: Green Ades is very easy to find (often drop squid), other colors are harder to get their hands on, although prices are very low. It's probably the last overall in a long time, so try to skip 10% of the first slot. Plan the construction according to the color you choose, which means limiting your STR to a lower level if you plan to acquire STR equipment. Other items: Dark Arlic is easy to find, shoes are very rare and gloves
(Focus) are not so rare but often overpriced. Now one level at a time guide. Käytän seuraavaa muotoa:(taso): (taito) x(SP:n määrä),mikä tarkoittaa, että kun saavutat tämän tason, laitat sp:n määrän sanottuun taitoon.1St Job: Bowman, Double ShotCode:10: Arrow Blow x111: Amazonin siunaus x312: Amazon Eye x313: Amazon Eye x314: Amazon Eye x2 (MAXed), Kriittinen laukaus x115: Kriittinen laukaus x316: Kriittinen laukaus x317: Kriittinen Shot x318: Critical Shot x319: Critical Shot x320: Critical Shot x321: Critical Shot x1 (MAXed), Double Shot x222: Double Shot
x323: Double Shot x324: Double Shot x325: Double Shot x326: Double Shot x327: Double Shot x3 (MAXed)28: Focus x329: Focus x330: Focus x3Final 1st job (Double Shot) taito kertaus: Amazonin siunaus = 3 (/16)Kriittinen laukaus ........ = 20 (MAX)Amazon Eye ........... = 8 (MAX)Focus .......... = 9 (/20)Nuolipuhallus ........... = 1Double Shot .......... = 20 (MAX)Kommentit:I put an arrow blow early because * it's mandatory to get Double Shot* it's useful at level 1 (141% damage)It can eat some potions, so don't abuse it. I'm going to pick important passive skills first, so you
can use Arrow Blow up to level 22-23. You can choose Arrow Blow over a double shot. In this case, the end of the build looks like this:1St Job: Bowman, Arrow BlowNote: This build isn't really recommended unless you really know what you're doing. In general, Double Shot is recommended because it is more effective. Arrow Blow has its supporters, see above for the debate. Code:(... below paragraph 21: see section 4.1. 21: Critical shot x1 (MAXed), arrow blast x222: Arrow blast x323: x323: Blowing x324: Arrow blast x325: Arrow blast x326: Arrow blast x327: Arrow
blast x2 (MAXed), Focus x128: Focus prediction x329: Focus x330: Focus x3Final 1st job (Arrow Blow) skill refresher: Blessing blessing Amazon = 3 (/16)Critical shot ........ = 20 (MAX)Amazon Eye
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0______________________________________________2nd_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________FA-lessCode:30: Iron Arrow x131: Crossbow Mastery x332: Crossbow Mastery x333: Crossbow Mastery x334: Crossbow Mastery x335: Crossbow Mastery x336: Crossbow Mastery x337: Crossbow Mastery x1, Iron Arrow x2 (pay attention ! don't be mastery yet)38: Iron
Arrow x339: Iron Arrow x340: Iron Arrow x341: Iron Arrow x342: Crossbow Booster x343: Crossbow Booster x2, Soul Arrow x144: Soul Arrow x345: Soul Arrow x346 : Soul Arrow x347: Crossbow Booster x348: Crossbow Booster x2, Power Knock-Back x149: Save Points50: Save Points52: Save Dots53: Iron Arrow x15 (MAXed)54: Power Knock-Back x355: Power Knock-Back x355: Power Knock-Knock Back x356: Power Knock-Back x357: Power Knock-Back x358: Power Knock-Back x359: Power Knock-Back x360: Power Knock-Back x1 (MAXed), Crossbow Booster
x261: Crossbow Booster x362: Crossbow Booster x363: Crossbow Booster x2 (MAXed), Focus x164 : Focus x365: Focus x366: Focus x3 (MAXed if AB)67: Soul Arrow x368: Soul Arrow x369: Soul Arrow x370: Soul Arrow x1 (MAXed), Crossbow Mastery x1 (MAXed), Focus x1 (MAXed if DS) or Blessing of Amazon x1 (if AB)Final 1 2. job skills summary:Crossbow Mastery = 20 (MAX)Final attack ... = 0Crossbow Booster = 20 (MAX)Power Knock-Back = 20 (MAX)Soul Arrow ..... = 20 (MAX)Iron Arrow ..... = 30 (MAX) and changes to 1. :Focus ........... = 20 (MAX)Amazon
blessing: = 3 (/16) (4/16 if you went with AB)Comments:Iron Arrow on Level 1 is already useful, so use it early. I choose max Iron Arrow first go FA-less means hunting mobs monsters to get a decent exp. This also means good jump shooting skills and scroll (speed) equipment. I finally decided to get Focus at the end of my second job because it's at least more useful than anything else at this point. Where to work out when you're fa-lessNote: I don't really know about Ludi's training places at these levels30: PQ all the way to 3131-37: All the way to wild boars. Go dark axe
stumps in Over The Wall or East Rocky Mountains to change speed (and less KSing). Try Iron Arrows! Another very good place is Masks at excavation site 3. Anyway, stay with Perion.38-44: Fire boars, jr kittens are good choices. Jr kitties upper platforms are excellent exp when they are crowded (iron arrow through them!), or make Ludi PQ if you have a chance to get in. Also try the ruins of Perion again. In Ludi: Sky Terrace 2-4 (level 40). Maps with pink teddies and ducks. Fast spawn spawning exp is pretty good.45-52: Copper drakes (solo or party) or Stone Golems
(with party only, use Booster + Haste for fast exp) or alone in moon fairies or Ludi PQ until 51 if you like it. Ludi: Sky Terrace 2-4, perhaps until level 50, mrstak reported being there at level 47. Team Chronos is said to be good for both mes and experience.53-59: jr yetis (Iron Arrow all the way, try to hit groups), shine fairies (same), dungeon drakes (slower, Double Shot most of the time).60-65: Golem Forest is very good, use Iron Arrow there mob golems and PKB if they spawn for you. Drakes dining table isn't bad if you're having a party, the best are the Luster Pixies
(bottom of the last map, get a warrior teammate to clean the top), zombies aren't bad too (again with someone else from the 1/2 map, or else the spawning is too split apart), Dark Stone Golems is good both alone and at parties, Hectors wouldn't be too bad, but the maps they're in aren't very practical. Blinie's KFT haunted house is said to be good at these levels.65-70: Zombies can be good with parties. So are shiny pants (but a little less exp now). In a refreshing change, white yetis (modified or not) can be fun. Dark golems are still a good bet when other ppl activate
spawning. White pangs are still a valid option. (no idea about iudi hunting spots, I don't go there often) - If you kill fast enough, you can go into golems forest for an intense experience - Iron Arrow is still your friend. The blinis at KFT are still good. A common idea in training in another job is to use Iron Arrows to its full potential: choose monster crowds that you can hold back by 6, and try to get 1:1 or less to kill the ratio (1 shoot, 1 kill). For example, lvl 53 jr yetis, 4-5 shots = 6 kills. The relationship is good (and so is exp). Or 50 lvls about 5 shots = 6 kills at Copper Drakes.
Try to keep such a relationship and hit the crowds of smaller monsters instead of individual big monsters. In terms of damage/MP efficiency, Iron Arrow is effective in groups of 3 or more monsters, so try to attract monsters (for example, with one arrow shot) so that they follow you and form a nice group through which you can shoot the Iron Arrow. This technology is very effective in distribution charts such as Jr Yetis.__________________________________________________ _______________________________________3rd: Sniper, Low MB/Thrustless, early
BlizzardThis is a building I have been following. In the 80s it's based on the Blizzard + Iron Arrow combination to deal with mobs I'm very happy with this building, it allows for fast and intensive training to level 100, squid from level 80.0, gobies from level 100's to sharks on levels 110. Code:70: x171: Penalty x372: Penalty x373: Penalty x374: Penalty x375: Penalty x376: Penalty x377: Penalty x378: Penalty x379: Penalty x380: Penalty x3 (MAXed)81: Nukke x382: Nukke x2, Golden Eagle x183: Nukke x1 x1 Lumimyrsky x284: Lumimyrsky x385: Lumimyrsky x386:
Lumimyrsky x387: Lumimyrsky x388: Lumimyrsky x389: Lumimyrsky x389: Lumimyrsky x3 (21)90: Kuolevaisen isku x391: Mortal Blow x2, Nuolipurkaus x192: Nuolipurkaus x393: Nuolipurkaus x394: Nuolipurkaus x395: Nuolipurkaus x396: Nuolipurkaus x397: Nuolipurkaus x398: Nuolipurkaus x399: Nuolipurkaus x3100: Nuolipurkaus x3101: Nuolipurkaus x2 (MAXed), Kultainen kotka x1102: Kultainen kotka x3103: Kultainen kotka x3 104: Golden Eagle x3105: Golden Eagle x3106: Golden Eagle x3107: Golden Eagle x3108: Golden Eagle x3109: Golden Eagle x3110:
Golden Eagle x3111: Nukke x2, Golden Eagle x1 (MAXed)112: Nukke x3113: Nukke x3114: Nukke x3115: Nukke x3 (MAXed)116: Kuolevaisen isku x3 tai työntövoima x3117: Kuolevaisen isku x3 tai työntövoima x3118: Kuolevaisen isku x3 tai työntövoima x3119 : Mortal Blow x3 tai Thrust x3120: Mortal Blow x3 tai Thrust x33rd job : Sniper, Low MB/Thrustless, AE+Puppet comboT this is another variation of the original Early Eruption installation, you can't really compromise Strafe to get an outburst earlier. You can still trade with Blizzard and Eagle if you want. This
structure is for people who want to get away from FoG/Zombies before. Thanx XBish about setting this build in order. Code:70: Blizzard x171: Strafe x372: Strafe x373: Strafe x374: Strafe x375: Strafe x376: Strafe x377: Strafe x378: Mortal Blow x379: Mortal Blow x2, Arrow Eruption x180: Dummy x381: Strafe x382: Strafe x383: Strafe x3 (MAXed)84: Dummy x3 (6)85: Arrow burst x386: Arrow burst x387: Arrow burst x388: Arrow Eruption x389: Arrow burst x390: Arrow burst x391: Arrow burst x392: Arrow burst x393: Arrow burst x394: Arrow burst x2 (MAXed), Golden
Eagle x195: Dummy x3 (3 9)96: Blizzard x397: Blizzard x398: Blizzard x399: Blizzard x3100: Blizzard x3101: Blizzard x3102: Blizzard x2 (21), Golden Eagle x1103: Golden Eagle x3104: Golden Eagle x3105: Golden Eagle x3106: Golden Eagle x3107: Golden Eagle x3108: Golden Eagle x3109: Golden Eagle x3110: Golden Eagle x3111 : Golden Eagle x3112: Golden Eagle x1 (MAXed), Doll x2113 : Dummy x3114: Dummy x3115: Dummy x3 (MAXed)116: Mortal impact x3 or thrust x3117: Mortal impact x3 or thrust x3118: Mortal impact x3 or thrust x3119: Mortal stroke x3
or thrust x3120: Mortal impact x3 or thrust x3Final third-work skill refresher:Thrust ....... = 0-15Moral impact .... = 5-20Puppet ....... = 20 (MAX)Blizzard ...... = 21 (/30)Arrow burst = 30 (MAX)Goldencot . = 30 (MAX)Strafe ....... = 30 (MAX)Some questions people might ask Which blizzard's first point on level 70 and not Strafe ?* Level 70 you hunt zombies full time. Whatever your equipment, you'll need two hits to kill a zombie with Double Shot and Strafe. Yes, that's all. Strafe uses significantly more MP than Double Shot* Still max Strafe at level 80 anyway* Blizzard even on
level 1 is amazing, and opens up a whole new lot much monster hunting. Have fun going to Werewoths, Dark Yeti &amp; Pepeen and so on! Why don't you delay Strafe? It is the most important skill, maximum it means maximum damage, maximum training speed. I know it's tempting to raise fun skills earlier, but in this way it's quickest to go through the painful 70-&gt;80 phase. Why the low mortal blow? I am not convinced of the true effectiveness or usefulness of this skill. The eruption is already dealing with a melee. Blizzard, Puppet and Eagle's crowds should stay
away. I wouldn't trust a skill that DOESN't work all the time (like Final Attack, by the way) especially in areas where monsters can kill me in 2 hits (areas where I train...) Which third job build needs to be extracted? As you can see, I proposed two buildings on 3 June. They include a variety of game styles and different training venues. The first building (early blizzard) is based on popular party maps like Vikings and squid: all these monsters are freely available and cleaning the crowds with Blizzard is really easy. It's also very Sniper specific, the FA-less Rangers who shaped
my structure, can't pick it up because Inferno has a radically different use and is maximizing to be really effective. All in all, those who learn to like Blizzard after level 70 (if they followed my guide) should use this structure, they will not regret it. Many high-level snipers actually did the same and were very pleased with the results. Technology is just meeting crowds, freezing them, finally getting PKB in shape and then cutting a frozen group. It is a very aggressive technique and easier to master than strategic puppet placement. Another building (Puppet/Arrow Eruption
combo) is a classic bowman structure usually followed by Rangers. It allows for early (1990s) training at Gobies, a popular solo training place. Otherwise, the style of play is radically different: instead of fighting the crowds directly, you lure them with Inferno or Iron Arrow, place the doll in a strategic place and either finish the crowd with an outburst or distract every monster. It is a more defensive technique that requires some learning time to master. Basically, you have until level 78 to decide which structure you want to follow, just know that eventually (after level 115) they
will lead to exactly the same result, so it will only affect the training places and the style of play between levels 78 and 115. Comments:Being FA-less is the time to get into attacking skills. A blizzard is being used to hunt monsters we shouldn't :) Since snipers can beat around every monster in this game, the only monsters we can't hunt are them, can withstand ice. The technique is simple: Blizzard - Strafe - Strafe - Blizzard - Strafe - Strafe - another... (you can replace Strafe with a double shot on level 70 - and you can add in-between strafes to higher levels because of the
freezing timer timer make sure that after pressing the Blizzard key, press the *immediate* Strafe key, do not wait for the shooting animation to stop, then Strafe will chain, otherwise there will be a delay that allows only 1 strafe before the monster freezes and starts moving again. I might drop thrust at the end, put more points on Mortal Blow if this skill is really worth it. Otherwise, the rest of the structure is pretty final now, I've spent a lot of time thinking about it and adjusting it. Where to work out when you're fa-ton and 3rd jobLevels 70-78: Zombies and Forest of Golems are
the best exp getter (just over 10% per hour). For a quick change, I tried to convert Yetis (Sharp Cliff I) and they weren't that bad, even though they're a loss of money (using HP pots...). They're still good. Levels 79-80: Reaching maximum Strafe means great damage. With the Blizzard combination, it allows for some unusual hunting spots. The first place I could find: Dark Yeti &amp; Pepe, and had a pretty good exp count due to the high exp (1415 exp!) and blizzard + double strafe combination of these monsters now due to the high kill rate. This is the reason for the :) Only
one dark ynp per platform makes hunting them easy, getting rid of ordinary yeti that get in the way and then continue with the dark ynppi. No Zombies and FoG can still get a regular expin (just under 10% per hour) + meso income... Levels 81-83: Puppet time! Now you can hunt beasts like Lycanthrope without fear of being hit. Get used to the way the dolls work, try some strategies, get used to places like squid or Vikings, finding sniping + doll places, you'll come back later (they're still not very good exp wide, they take too many shots to death). So far, good exp are still
getting Dark Yeti &amp; Pepe, Lycanthropes are pretty OK too (and great mesos revenue if they drop something), I didn't try Bains because the maps are kind of awkward to navigate. The best exp is still zombies and FoG (almost 10% per hour)... I think regular yeti or dark yeti maps should also provide OK exp, to change the pace. You can also flash your eagle at Noobs on the Orbis boat, it's always a crowd pleaser (see noobes trying to hit an eagle!). The Level 6 doll lasts just long enough for solo jr Balrog.Levels 84-87: Puppet is now a very good level, enough to hunt
Death Teddies, Squid, Vikings. even though they are mesos sewers! Various large snow maps (including Dark y&amp;p) are now good exp ghettos (i can 2HKO most dark &amp; white yetis). Zombies are now 7.5% per hour, but are the main recipients of money. Squid got me 7-8% lvl 84, 9% lvl with 85, 10% lvl with 86 and 11.5% lvl with 87. The turning point then was level 85, goodbye zombies. Note: blizzards allow for easier and faster training in squid. Levels 88-92: It's a popular level area for Viking parties. I tried these, and they turned out to be horrible, very high
clouds. Cloud. No more wins than squid. Squids are still the best option IMHO. Iron Arrow works very well in 3-3-0 crowds. Levels 92-102: Squid parties or solo gobies are the most popular options. Squids are the easier and fastest way to level now. When soloing, Gobies is a good exp, but heavy meso sewer. Levels 102-110: Gobies are now becoming really good, squid parties are still good too. Levels 110+: With the help of the maximum eagle, we can go hunting sharks for a great solo bite. Otherwise, eternal squid parties and gobies are still the best option until we get
new training grounds. Areas.
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